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SYnoPSiS  (short)

After years of meticulous research, exploring the intricate history of 20th century soccer and 
walking that delicate line between rigorous documentary style and the spirit of true cinema, this 
film finally presents the true story of the 1942 World Soccer Championship. The story never 
acknowledged by the official sports organizations, shrouded for decades in legend without any 
real winner being stated, is finally fully revealed.

The recent discovery of a “skeleton with a movie camera” in the midst of dinosaur fossils in 
Patagonia, Argentina surprisingly provides the missing piece of the long uncompleted puzzle 
that is the forgotten World Cup of 1942.
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SYnoPSiS

“The 1942 World Cup does not appear in any history book, 
but was played in Argentine Patagonia.”

(Osvaldo Soriano. Pensare con i piedi. 1995)

The film reconstructs the mysterious story of the 1942 Patagonia World Soccer champion-
ship, never acknowledged by the official sports organizations, and which for decades have re-
mained shrouded in legend without the winner ever being known. 

The championship was organized thanks to the relentless commitment of count Vladimir 
otz, an extravagant and visionary illuminist patron of Balkanic origin, who emigrated to Argen-
tina in the 1930s.

The story opens with the discovery of a mysterious skeleton with a movie camera in the 
paleontological digs of Villa El Chocon, in Argentine Patagonia. The investigations reveal that 
the human remains are those of Guillermo Sandrini, an Argentine cameraman of Italian origin, 
former wedding photographer and inventor by hobby, who had been engaged to “film the World 
Soccer Championship in a memorable and revolutionary way” (from a letter from Count Otz to 
Jules Rimet). The reel in Sandrini’s camera promises to reveal the truth on the result of the final 
game of the forgotten World Cup.

Filmed in Argentina, Italy, England, Germany, and Brazil, the film is a choral story conducted in the 
style of a classic documentary. 

The most expert researcher on the subject, Argentine journalist Sergio levinsky, leads  an 
investigation that crosses latin america and europe, reaching the archives of cinecit-
tàluce, where some of the most significant sequences, never seen before, were found.  

The fascination previously unpublished and spectacular archives and a rich documentation (pho-
tographs, local newspapers, letters, private diaries) alternate with numerous interviews with both 
the few still-living witnesses of the story and major personalities of the worlds of culture and soc-
cer (roberto Baggio, osvaldo Bayer, Titì Fernandez, Joao Havelange, Pierre lanfranchi, 
Gary lineker, Victor Hugo Morales, Darwin Pastorin, Peter Tramp, Jorge Valdano).

While the civilized world was swallowed up by the ferocity of World War II, twelve teams 
competed to win the rimet cup, which oddly enough turned up again in Patagonia in 1942. 
Teams made up of a few professional players mixed together with immigrants from around the 
world, laborers and miners, engineers and former gold prospectors, circus acrobats and exiled 
revolutionaries, Nazi soldiers and Mapuche Indians. 
Who won the mysterious World cup? Why has no one ever mentioned it since then?
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DirecTorS’ noTeS

We have reconstructed a choral story that lightly combines the frontier universe of 1940s’ 
Patagonia, the tension of the sports story, and an interweaving of various figures moved by 
great passions and oversized dreams. An anarchical and naive epic that takes on the tones 
of comedy, playing on the chemical reaction between the rigor of the documentary style, with 
which the events are presented, and the surreal nature of the events, in which memory blends 
and fades into legend. a story that takes place between sports, literature, and cinema, 
aiming to an ironic reflection on the dialectics between nowadays globalized and commodified 
soccer and its romantic, universal soul – epic and wacky at the same time, crossing through all 
classes and all countries.
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